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Introductory Statement 

Literacy underpins the school curriculum by developing pupils’ abilities to communicate verbally and 

non-verbally, access written information as well as reading for pleasure. The acquisition of these 

skills is vital to pupils’ development across the curriculum and to function independently and 

successfully in the wider world. We aim to provide a supportive, stimulating and secure environment 

where children are encouraged to express themselves and where their contributions are valued. 

 

AIMS 

Ashford Oaks Primary School aims to develop pupil’s abilities within an integrated programme of 

Speaking & Listening, Reading & Writing. A high-quality education in English will teach pupils to speak 

and write fluently so that they can communicate their ideas and emotions to others and through their 

reading and listening, others can communicate with them. Reading also enables pupils both to acquire 

knowledge and to build on what they already know. 

 

At Ashford Oaks Primary School we strive for children to leave us at the age of 11 being able to; 

• Read and write with confidence, fluency and understanding, orchestrating a range of 

independent strategies to self-monitor and correct. 

• Have a love of reading and understanding of genres they enjoy. 

• Have an interest in words, their meanings; developing a growing vocabulary in spoken and 

written forms. 

• Understand a range of text types and genres – be able to write in a variety of styles and 

forms appropriate to the situation. 

• Be developing the powers of imagination, inventiveness and critical awareness. 

• Have a suitable technical vocabulary to articulate their responses. 

• Have an understanding of how to use spelling strategies, punctuation and grammar. 

• Have a range of skills to be able to reflect, edit and improve work they have completed.  

 

 

 



STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 

In the Foundation Stage (Nursery and Reception) children should be given opportunities to: 

• Speak and listen and represent ideas in their activities; 

• Use communication, language and literacy in every part of the curriculum; 

• Become immersed in an environment rich in print and possibilities for communication. 

 

National Curriculum Aims in KS1 1 & 2 

The overarching aim for English in the national curriculum is to promote high standards of language 

and literacy by equipping pupils with a strong command of the spoken and written word, and to 

develop their love of literature through widespread reading for enjoyment.  

 

The national curriculum for English aims to ensure that all pupils:  

 read easily, fluently and with good understanding  

 develop the habit of reading widely and often, for both pleasure and information  

 acquire a wide vocabulary, an understanding of grammar and knowledge of linguistic conventions for 

reading, writing and spoken language  

 appreciate our rich and varied literary heritage  

 write clearly, accurately and coherently, adapting their language and style in and for a range of 

contexts, purposes and audiences  

 use discussion in order to learn; they should be able to elaborate and explain clearly their 

understanding and ideas  

 are competent in the arts of speaking and listening, making formal presentations, demonstrating to 

others and participating in debate. 

 

Governing body 

This policy will be shared with the Teaching and Learning committee and monitoring will take place 

through normal channels. 

 

 

SUBJECT ORGANISATION 

 

The English Curriculum is delivered using the National Curriculum. The Early learning Goals are 

followed to ensure continuity and progression from the Foundation Stage through to the National 

Curriculum. Pupil provision is related to attainment, not age. 

The components of English are taught through subject blocking, literacy, handwriting, reading and 

discrete GPS sessions.  

 

APPROACHES TO SPOKEN LANGUAGE 

We recognise the importance of spoken language in pupils’ development across the whole curriculum - 

spoken language underpins the development of reading and writing. Opportunities to develop these 

skills include: debating, class assemblies, talk partners, drama, shows and many more. 

Literacy is taught using ‘Talk4Writing’ which emphasises the need for oral rehearsal before writing. 

In addition, Language through colour is used for children that require extra support when 

constructing sentences. This is often carried out in small groups.  Children who require additional 

support in speaking and listening benefit from 1:1 sessions with a Speech and Language teacher. To 

support lesson delivery, teachers can also draw on the expertise of a Speech and Language Therapist. 



The profile of Oracy is being hugely raised throughout the school. The leaders have run a variety of 

Inset days / staff meetings to ensure good understanding for all members of staff. The children now 

use a variety of talking groups within different aspects of the curriculum (partners, trios, traverse, 

circle, onion, etc). Talking roles are being used within KS2 (Instigator, builder, challenger, clarifier, 

prober, summariser). Sentence stems will be displayed across curriculum boards to support children 

when answering questions.  

A ‘what you might hear’ and ‘what you should say’ sheet has been circulated to all staff to support 

correct spoken English at all times across the school. For example ‘Can I have a toilet?’ should be ‘Can 

I go to the toilet?’  

 

APPROACHES TO READING 

At Ashford Oaks we believe every child should be provided with the opportunity to read and be read 

to. Hopefully developing a love of reading. 

The reading elements are focused on during reading slots using resources from the RWI and SFA 

reading schemes. The Literacy leaders decide on books and groupings using teacher and phonic 

assessments. 

 

• In the Foundation Stage and KS1, children are grouped by ability for phonics using elements 

of the RWinc scheme 

• In Year 2, children who have progressed past RWI, move onto the RWI Comprehension 

programme. 

• In KS2, children grouped by reading ability using elements from the Success For All scheme. 

• In KS2, some children are taught in Fresh Start or RWI groups, depending on their phonic 

ability. 

 

 

The children start at red ditty level in Reception and aim to move through to RWI comprehension, 

and some may begin SFA, by the end of KS1. In SFA, children are set in ability groups that are named 

‘Wings’. They start at Wings 1 and aim to move through to Wings 6 by the end of KS2. 

 

 

APPROACHES TO WRITING 

At Ashford Oaks we believe every child should be able to express themselves through written work, 

confidently. Teachers model good practise and the use of phonics and spelling strategies in shared 

writing sessions. Teachers have high expectations to provide children with aspirations. To engage and 

excite children, ‘hooks’ are used to launch topics/books. Teachers will seek to take advantage of 

opportunities to make cross-curricular links. They will plan for pupils to practice and apply the skills, 

knowledge and understanding acquired through literacy lessons to other areas of the curriculum. 

Language through colour (LTC) is taught across the school to support children who require extra 

support with sentence structure (see Appendix for guidance overview). 

Talk4Writing is used across the school to ensure children become confident in oral rehearsal before 

composing (see Appendix for guidance overview). 

 

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar 



Years 2 – 6 follow the ‘No Nonsense Spelling’ scheme which ensures coverage of National 

expectations. Where necessary, children are given high frequency spelling words to learn as opposed 

to year group expectation words. Teachers are required to deliver to spelling focussed sessions and 

2/3 grammar focused sessions each week. This ensures children understand the rules of spelling and 

are confident using the correct terminology in relation to grammar. As a school, we use Penny Bill’s 

Grammar activity planner to ensure coverage of the GPS curriculum. 

 

The school uses ‘Toolbelts’ to provide children with a visual representation of abstract concepts. 

Each element is represented by a ‘tool’ and the children work to earn stickers once they are 

confident using that chosen element in a range of pieces. For example, a paintbrush is used to 

represent adjectives.  

 

Emergent writing 

Children are encouraged to mark make and write across EYFS with a wide variety of tools and 

equipment available, for example, chalk, chalkboards, pens, pencils, paintbrushes, paint, paper, wipe 

clean boards and pens. Children’s mark making and writing is valued and put up on display / shared 

with parents regularly. This continues into year 1 with the year group having a writing area which is 

available for children to use during “child initiated” time. 

 

Guided Writing 

Guided writing is an important element of the teaching sequence and is a key step between whole-

class teaching and independent writing. It is during the guided writing session that children are 

supported to improve their writing and to work with increasing independence. During guided writing, 

teachers work with carefully selected groups of children according to their current targets or 

specific needs. Teachers consider carefully these targets or needs and plan the content of the 

session accordingly. 

 

Handwriting 

Handwriting sessions are delivered daily. Most classes use a variety of colouring, patterns, single 

letter modelling and word modelling to develop handwriting skills. Handwriting is celebrated through a 

display board in the main school corridor named ‘Handwriting Heroes’. This is updated termly.  

• The school cursive letter formation (pre cursive for EY) 

• When children are forming letters clearly and correctly, they will start to learn to write 

cursively. The next step is to then join their letters. 

• The aim is for all children to be able to join their letters by the end of Year 2 and all KS2 

children are working on achieving their pen license. 

 

 

Homework  

• Across the school children are expected to read at home 5 days a week and recorded in a 

Reading Diary (this is checked and ticked/crossed daily) 

• In Year 2 – 6, children are set weekly spellings (Yr 1 from Term 3 onwards). 

• Dependent on ability, children should take home a colour banded book or a book from our 

school library.  

• Children on RWI may be given a copy of the RWI text they read that week. They should be 

reading this with little or no support. 



 

Engagement  

Each classroom has a themed book corner and Writing Corner. The children are given the opportunity 

to use this after lunch each day. During this time, the class teacher may read a book/poem to a group 

or work 1:1 with readers. This is known as ‘Hooked on Books’. 

Children are given the opportunity to independently choose books of interest from our school library. 

This is organised into themes such as Sports, Animals, Fairy tales, etc. Where necessary, children are 

prompted to choose ability appropriate books from our ‘Book Banded’ area. These are organised into 

colours and numbers which relate to the RWI/SFA scheme.  

Teachers and children take part in a termly ‘reading afternoon’. Teachers display a book cover 

outside their rooms and children have the option to choose which story they would like to listen to at 

2.30pm. In addition, ‘parent reading afternoons’ are run every other term.  

In order to engage pupils, Book Week is celebrated yearly. Where possible, an author or poet visit is 

organised. 

 

ASSESSMENT AND TARGETS 

Work will be assessed in line with the Assessment Policy. In the Foundation stage, assessments are 

on-going, data is collected every six weeks by the team and analysed by the EYFS leader. 

For KS1 and 2, Teachers use Target Tracker to record Reading and GPS progress. The idea is each 

child moves 6 steps in a year. Penny Bill Writing statements are used to track Writing Progress. 

Work is moderated through a variety of methods including staff meetings, year group CATs meetings 

and Literacy CATs meetings.  

To inform judgements, Penny Bill spelling tests are completed over 2 terms and scores are recorded. 

In addition, weekly spelling scores for classes are tracked and monitored by Literacy Leaders.  

Ashford Oaks use b, b+, w, w+, s and s+ to describe attainment. Children that are not accessing their 

age related curriculum are assessed using statements from a lower year group or using a small 

steps/Bsquared tracker.  

Phase leaders and teachers work together to set targets at the beginning of the year (including HA 

children) and these are recorded on Target Tracker. The school uses FFT to improve these 

judgements.  

To promote independence children are given target ladders to work through to improve their writing. 

These are differentiated for higher ability children to ensure they are challenged. These are usually 

stuck into the back of the curriculum books.  

 

MARKING 

Teachers use the schools marking policy. Developmental comments are given to every child during a 

writing process. This can be in the form of symbols, verbal feedback and written comments. (Please 

see marking policy) 

 

INCLUSION 

We aim to provide for all children so that they achieve as highly as they can in English according to 

their individual abilities. As Reading is grouped based on reading ability, this provides suitable 

challenge at an individual level for every child. We will identify which pupils or groups of pupils are 

under-achieving and take steps to improve their attainment. Gifted children will be identified and 

suitable learning challenges provided. We also use a range of methods to enable children to record 

their work e.g. photographs, audio recording, videos, laptops, scribing. 



 

EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES 

All children are provided with equal access to the English curriculum. We aim to provide suitable 

learning opportunities regardless of gender, ethnicity or home background. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ROLE OF SUBJECT LEADER 

The Subject Leader aims to support staff to improve the delivery of Literacy through: 

 

• Creating an action plan linked to SIP 

• Analysing data 

• Promoting an engaging learning environment 

• Taking the lead in policy development 

• Auditing and supporting colleagues in their CPD 

• Purchasing and organising resources 

• Keeping up to date with recent Literacy developments 

• Organising and assisting with Writing Moderation across CATs schools 

 

 

PARENTAL INVOLVEMENT 

Parents are regarded as important partners in the process of developing children’s language skills. 

We therefore encourage parents to play a full part in their education by: 

 

• Encouraging parents to read with/listen to their child daily and tackling those that don’t. 

• Inviting them to reading afternoons 

• Updating them with their child’s progress through the use of reports and Parents Evenings. 

• Welcoming offers of help from parents to assist in school by listening to readers, talking with 

children and helping with writing. 

• Children have a reading record diary where comments about reading can be shared between 

home and school. 

• Encouraging parents to help children learn their spellings each week  

 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

This policy needs to be in line and read with the following school policies: 

Teaching and Learning Policy 

Assessment Policy 

Marking Policy 

SEND Policy 

Computing Policy 

Equal Opportunities Policy 



Health and Safety Policy 

EYFS Policy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 1 LTC approach 

 

Lesson 1 Read model text/story book together as a group and 

discuss meaning of key vocab. Provide chdn with text 

map - discuss pictures and create actions together 

(Makaton if possible). Work in pairs to rehearse the 

text. 

Lesson 2 Rehearse text map, complete S&L activities. Order 

picture cards. 

Lesson 3 Continue with S&L activities. Provide chdn with vocab 

words – can you sort them e.g. into ‘what’ words. 

Deconstruct the text map and circle the pictures 

using the correct colours. Record key words in ‘W’ 

table. 

Lesson 4 Provide chdn with coloured scaffold lines for part of 

the text (break up into small sections). Rehearse 

section. Chdn to record key words on lines. Use a 

MiM pen to add missing words e.g. 

determiners/connectives. 

Lesson 5 Turn section into sentences with CL and full stops. 

Lesson 6 Repeat process with other sections. 

Lesson 7 Add extra information e.g. what happened after the 

story? Challenge chdn to create own sentences using 

their imagination to see what they’ve understood 

about sentence structure. 

Lesson 8 Check capital letters and full stops, write up in 

neat/type. 

 

S&L activities to be completed throughout L2 – 5 

E.g. 

• Step it out 

• Who can say the text the quickest? Use clock 

• Take it in turns with partner – one word or sentence at a time 



• Act it out 

• Mime scenes – can your partner guess which scene it is? 

• Tell the story while your partner acts it out 

 

Quick games/activities: 

• Order picture cards 

• Sort vocab words 

• Create human sentences 

 

Type sentences from the text to practise typing skills. 

Appendix 2 Talk for Writing approach 

 

Lesson 1 Read model text together as a class and discuss key voacb – use vocab books 

Lesson 2 Turn model text into story map/text map. Complete S&L activities 

Lesson 3 Continue with S&L activities. Deconstruct the text from the writers point of 

view – highlight/colour 

Lesson 4 Demonstrate completing matrix (pictures) for model text then chdn 

complete their own – 1 element or more needs to be changed depending on 

ability 

Lesson 5 Box it up – plan (notes). Have a go at writing 1st paragraph on w/b 

Lesson 6 1st paragraph – model then chdn write their own. Edit straight after (no T 

marking) 

Lesson 7 2nd paragraph – repeat L6 

Lesson 8 3rd paragraph – repeat L6 etc until completed 

Final lesson Final edit  

 

**Developmental marking needs to be completed for every child at some stage of writing – 

this could be after P1 or at the end depending on the child’s needs** 

S&L activities to be completed throughout L2 – 5 

E.g. 

• Step it out 

• Who can say the text the quickest? Use clock 

• Take it in turns with partner – one word or sentence at a time 

• Act it out 

• Mime scenes – can your partner guess which scene it is? 

• Tell the story while your partner acts it out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Appendix 2 

What you might hear – What you should say 

 

What you might hear What you should say 

Can I have a toilet? 

  

Can I go for a toilet? 

Can I go to the toilet? 

We wa We were 

Be pacific Be specific 

I ain’t done nuffink  I have not done anything 

waer Water 

‘saink Something 

anyfink anything 

Put my coat on Can you help me put my coat 

on please? 

what Pardon? 

grunting Use your words 

Teacher / Miss / Mr Excuse me Miss… 

Excuse me Mr … 

That thing what you just 

said 

That thing that you just said 

Should of 

Could of 

Should have 

Could have 

I done it I have finished 

Yous are going You are going 

I’m going cinema I am going to the cinema 

gonna going 



    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


